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ABSTRACT

A review is presented of data and theoretical interpretations of the

nuclear dependence of quark and antiquark distributions as observed in the

deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos and charged leptons from nuclei. After

a summary of the experimental situation and a survey of proposed explanations,

I concentrate on interpretations in terms of conventional nuclear physics and

on the Q -rescaling approach. The review concludes with a l i s t of desirable
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L. INTRODUCTION

The European Muon Collaboration (EMC) Effect is the observation " that

deep-inelastic structure functions of nuclei, F«(x,Q ). differ £ro;r. MIOSP of

free nucleons, FjCx^ 2). Differences r>re significant at small, intermediate

and large values of the Bjorken scaling variable x. In this paper I review

the data and interpretations of the effect, concluding with a summary of

desirable future investigations.

I begin with a definition of the structure functions per nucleon of a

nucleus of baryon number A, F2 gCx.Q^). Data are summarized in Sec. 3 along

with general statements regarding their interpretation. In Sec. 4, I review

the spectrum of models proposed to explain the data, concentrating
9 ft

specif ical ly on the Q rescal ing approach and on explanations in terms of

nuclear binding. 9" 1 2 In the Q2 rescaling approach the EMC effect is

Interpreted in terms of a change in a short distance property, namely, the

confinement size of nucleons bound in nuc le i . On the other hand, in models

based on nuclear binding, the effect is understood as a consequence of well-

established long-range pion exchange.

One of my conclusions, expressed in Sec. 5, is that current data on the

ratios F £ ( X , Q 2 ) / F 2 ( X , Q 2 ) and qA(x,Q2)/qD(x,Q2) are fully compatible with an

interpre ta t ion In terms of conventional nuclear binding. There is no hard

evidence in these data for new quantum chroraodynamica (QCD) effects such as a

change in the confinement s ize of nucleons. However, more precise data on

F2(x,Q ) and on qA(x,Q ) , especially a t small x, x < 0 .3 , ars desirable for

future quanti tat ive t es t s of a l l in te rpre ta t ions .

2. KINEMATICS AND DEFINITIONS

For £A + £'X, q i s the four vector momentum transfer from the i n i t i a l

lepton t to the final lepton £ ' , and v i s the energy transfer measured in the

reference frame in which ta rge t A with mass MA i s a t r e s t . Symbol X

represents an Inclusive sum over a l l f inal s t a t e s . I t i s conventional to
0 0 7 9

define Q£ = -q , and two scaling variables x and y; x = CTA/2M.V = (Qz/2M.,v) •

(AMN/MA) and y = v/E; M™ is the nucleon mass, and E is the laboratory energy
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of the Ini t ial lepton. The deep Inelastic domain Is that In which v and Q

are both "large" ( i . e . greater than a few GeV ). For scattering from a free

nucleon, x Is bounded by 1, but for scattering from a nucleus, the range of x

extends above 1.

In AA + £'X, with I » e, y, or V, the structure of the lepton vertex Is

well known» and one particle (photon or vector boson) exchange is a good

approximation. The deep Inelastic data determine the total current-nucleus

cross sections: O(Y A), a(VpA) , . . . . This physics is usually expressed in

terras of dimensionless structure functions, designated F^(x,Q ) in the spin

averaged case. I use structure functions per nucleon, meaning that the

cross section has been divided by A. For E >> M ,̂

UA + u 'x (1)

0 * * C+)x

(x,Q2)(l-y)

<2>

7

(x,Q2)(f) t xFf (x,Q2)y(l-y/2)]

The set (F1,F2) may be replaced by the set (F2,R), where R = o^/a^ = (F2 -

2xF^)/2xF^; crT and aL are virtual Y nucleon cross sections for absorption of

transversely and longitudinally polarized virtual Y 's- If R is independent

of A, the rato of cross sections, Eq. (1), for two different values of A

yields directly the ratio of the values of the functions F^(x,Q2). Data14

show that R M 0, except for small x. If R 5 0 is inserted in the equations,

one may use data on uA + u'X to determine F^A directly, and use data on vA +

u~X and vA + U+X to Isolate F^A and F^. The current data sample15 extends in

Q2 up to about 200 GeV2.



Probabilities qA(z,Q2), qfU.Q2), and GA(z,Q2) are defined which

represent the quark, antiquark, and gluon number densities in a nucleus, A.

These are densities per nucleon, just as is F^ 3(*»Q )» meaning that a factor

of A has been removed. (These densities "per nucleon" should not be assumed

to be the parton densities of "nucleons within nuclei".) Subscript f on qf

and q~£ labels the flavor of the quark or antiquark: u ,d , s ,c ,b , t . Variable z

is the light front fraction of the momentum of the target A carried by a

parton of a given type.

In the parton model, z, qf(zfQ ) , qf(z,Q ) , and G (z,Q2) are measurable

quantities. Indeed, z = x t with x determined from the lepton kinematics, as

defined above. Furthermore,

P£A(x,Q2> - I e2x[qA(x,Q2> + qA(x,Q2)] . (3)

Thus, the observable F9 measures the fraction of momentum of the target A,

per nucleon, carried by quarks and antiquarks, weighted by the squares of the

fractional quark charges e^.

For neutrino and antineutrino charged current processes (vA + u~X, vA +

u X) on an "isoscalar" target A containing an equal number of protons and

neutrons, the structure functions per nucleon are

F^A = x[u + d + u + a + 2s] ;

xF^A = x[u + d - u - a + 2s] ; (4)

V A r •* ™ 1

xF = » x [ u + d - u - d - 2 s j .

F">r the up and down flavors, u(x) = u
p ^ x ^ ** ̂ n ^ » an<* **(x) ~ ^n^x^ = un^x^J

subscripts p and n denote proton and neutron. For the strange quark ocean,

Sp(x) = s
n(x) = s(x) = s(x). Note that structure function F2 provides

information on the sum q^(x) + qr(x), whereas F, yields the difference.

Together, the two may be used to isolate the ocean q"f(x) from q£(x).



For each quark flavor, a decomposition may be made of the form q(x) =

qv(x) + qn(x^» where subscripts V and 0 denote "valence" and "ocean", with
1 7

u (x) - u( x) - u(x) and dv(x) = d(x) - a(x). Data17 indicate that at

Q 2 - 20 GeV2, the valence components are dominant for x ;> 0.1, with the ocean

vanishing for x *, 0.3. Below x - 0.1, the ocean quark densities are

substantial. Information on the strange quark ocean is derived from heavy

flavor production.

III. NUCLEAR DEPENDENCE

Turning to the principal subject of '-his review, we wish to compare

qA(x,Q2) with qN(x,Q2); qA(x,Q2) with qN(x,Q2); and GA(x,Q2) with GN(x,Q2).

Densities with superscript N refer to those of free nucleons.

o
The standard prejudice before 1983 held that at large Q , nucleons

contribute incoherently to F2(x,Q ) , at least for 0.05 <, x ̂  0.7. For quark

densities, this statement may be expressed in the form

AqA(x,Q2) - ZqP(x,Q2) + (A-Z) qn(x,Q2) . (5)

At small enough x or Q » shadowing Is expected to invalidate Eq. (5).

Because the photon does not resolve individual nucleons within the nucleus,

the cross section cannot grow as rapidly as linearly with A. For large enough

x, Fermi smearing of the nucleon1 s momentum distribution also invalidates

Eq. (5). In this case, the fact that the range of x extends beyond 1 for

scattering from a nucleus means that qA(x,Q2) remains finite for x > 1 whereas

qN(x,Q2) vanishes for x > 1.

Except for shadowing at very small x and Fermi smearing at large x, I t

was generally believed that Eq. (5) would hold to a good approximation.

Moreover, prior to 1983, experiments were usually not of sufficient

s ta t i s t ica l or systematic precision to discern more than gross deviations from

Eq. (5). The first "test" was published by the European Huon

Collaboration. Since i t is known that the x dependences of up and down quark

densities differ, I t would be inappropriate to compare heavy target data with



hydrogen datf. The EMC group compared data from iron with data from

deuterium. The fact that there i s a s l i g h t neutron excess in Fe leads to only

a small correct ion. The data were published in the form of a rat io:

REMC(X> S "
F

A compilation i s presented in Fig . 1 of data published prior to this year.

The data of the CERN-EMC1 and CERN-BCDMS3 col laborat ions are taken at "large

Q2" in the sense that Q2 £ 10 GeV2 for a l l x. On the other hand, in the SLAC-

E139 data2 sample, Q descends to rather small values a t small x ( i . e . Q - 1

GeV2). No marked Q2 dependence of REMc^x»Q ) i s observed within e i ther the

GERN or SLAC data samples. Nevertheless , Q2 dependence of P .£^Q(X,Q 2 ) might be

responsible for the discrepancy between the CERN and SLAC data in Fig. 1.

Another potent ia l reso lut ion 7 l i e s in a poss ib le dependence of oL /oT on A a t

low Q2. These p o s s i b i l i t i e s w i l l be examined in future experiments.

The "naive" expectation expressed in Eq. (5) implies that

REMC(x,Q2) = 1, for 0.05 £ x & 0 .7 . The data in Fig. 1 show a ±15% dev ia t ion

from this expectation. The "EMC effect" i s prec ise ly th i s dev iat ion ,

espec ia l ly the excursion above R ^ Q = 1 a t small x.

Although it is necessary to try to understand the x dependence in Fig. 1

for all x, hopefully in a unified fashion, it is still useful to begin with an

examination of the data in three distinct regions of x:

— x £ 0.2 "small x". In this region the antiquark density is important,

and shadowing presumably influences results in a Q dependent fashion.

Neutrino data\ shown in Fig. 2, indicate that the antiquark density is

increased at small x by at most a modest amount. While of limited precision,

the neutrino data contradict early proposed interpretations in terms of a 40

to 60% increase in the ocean.

The greatest source of confusion about the small x region has been

whether one should focus on the original EMC results which show a clear rise

of ^ E M C ^ above unity, or on the SLAC data which show no rise. This problem

is now resolved as a result of new experiments carried out with particular



attention devoted to systematic and relative normalization uncertainties at

small x. New data »̂  from both the EMC and BCDMS collaborations are shown in

Fig. 3. The new BCDMS results in Fig. 3 show clearly that F^UJ/F^x)

exceeds unity for x < 0.3. The excess is in the neighborhood of 5%, less than

the "15% effect suggested in the original EMC data. In Fig. 4, the new BCDMS

results are compared with the original EMC data. The two sets of measurements

are seen to be compatible aa long as one takes into account both the estimated

systematic errors and the additional overall ±77. normalization uncertainty

quoted in Ref. 1. The new EMC data shown in Fig. 3 also confirm that RgMC^^

exceeds unity for 0.05 < x < 0.3. Bearing in mind that A C u =* 63 but A p e = 56,

one would expect a slightly larger "EMC effect" in Cu than in Fe at the same

Q2. However, the magnitude of the deviation of Rg^Cx) from 1 at small x

appears to be 3 to 5% smaller than that of the original data on Rj;MC^x^# T^ e

new BCDMS and EMC data lend further justification to the 5% renormalization of

the original EMC data made in Fig. 1.

There is some evidence that the ratio in Fig. 3 decreases below unity as

x becomes very small, perhaps presageful of the shadowing limit, RJ?MC =

A" ' . However, caution is in order because radiative corrections become

significant at small x and because the decrease sets in at values of x larger
18 20than those normally associated with shadowing. •

My conclusion is that there is indeed an excursion of ^EMC^X^ above unity

for 0.05 < x < 0.2 and Q 2 %, 10 GeV2. The magnitude of the excursion is in the

range RJTMC^*) = 1*05. I surmise that the absence of an excess in the SLAC

data is to be attributed to the fact that the SLAC data at small x are taken

at very small Q .

— 0.2 & x & 0.7. In this intermediate region of x all experiments are

in agreement that REMQ(X) < L' T h e r a t i o REMC^X»Q2) shows no pronounced Q 2

dependence. Since the valence quarks are dominant in this region, the data

show directly that the momentum distribution of the valence quarks is

softened. In order to maintain momentum balance, softening of the valence

quark component means that, at a given Q , the ocean quark and/or glue

components must carry more momentum per nucleon in a nucleus than in a free



nucleou. The net change in the charge-weighted momentum fraction carried by

the quarks and antiquarks is

A 5 / (F^e(x,Q2) - F»(x,Q2))dx . (7)

The new data show that A = 0 within errors, implying that the net momentum

fraction per nucleon carried by the glue is the same in iron and deuterium.

- - x j, 0»7« In this region of x, 70% of the momentum of the nucleon is

carried by a single parton. The structure functions F^CxjQ2) and F^XjQ^) are

both very small, and ^EHG^X^ * S t * i e rat*-° °f ^° small quantities. The

behavior of R^MC in this region is controlled by Fermi smearing of the

momentum distribution of nuclecras in the nucleus and by possible collective
22

phenomena.

To recapitulate, the original ECM effect was defined in terms of

i . a strong, ~ 15%, enhancement of RgMĈ 'O above unity for x £ 0.2 and Q £

10 GeV2;

i i . a depletion, R^^x ) < 1, for 0.2 £ x < 0.7; and

i i i . a possibly large, ~ 40 to 60%, enhancement of the antiquark ocean, q (x).

The data now present a different picture. The effect consists of

i. a confirmed, approximately 5% enhancement of RguoCx) above unity for x <

0.2 and Q 2 i, 10 GeV2, but no enhancement for Q 2 ~ 1 GeV2;

ii. a depletion, R g M c M < 1» for 0.2 < x < 0.7, independent of Q 2 (for Q 2 ̂

5 GeV2); and

A 0

ili. a modest enhancement of q (x,Q ) of on the order to 10%:

< R_> = 1.10 ± 0.10 ± 0.07.
q
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iv. no change in the gluon momentum integral J xG (x,Q )dx .

In attempts to model the EMC effect, various authors have emphasized

phenomena in different regions of x. Some have focussed on the enhancement in

Rpu(,(x) at small x, others on the depletion at intermediate x, and others even

on the rise in R E H C ^ f° r x £ °*̂ « Regrettably, it is not always made clear

which "effect" is being emphasized. As indicated above, my preference is to

seek a unified interpretation of the full x dependence. In my view, the most

essential aspect of the "effect" is the enhancement of REMc(x) above unity for

x & 0.2.

4. INTERPRETATIONS

The data discussed in Section 3 show that Eq. (5) is violated for all

x. It is clear that qA(x,Q2) t qN(x,Q2). In examining explanations of this

difference, we should be careful how questions are phrased: Are we discussing

-- quark and antiquark densities of a nucleon in a nucleus, or

— quark and antiquark densities of a nucleus, normalized per nucleon?

In other words, does the way in which the question is phrased lead us to

cons ide r tha t

-- the nucleon's "intrinsic" properties differ in the nuclear medium, or

— that clustering, binding, or other Ingredients In the nucleus affect

what one measures?

A bias-free approach begins with the realization that the measurables,

qA(x,Q2), qA(x,Q2), and G A(x,Q 2), are parton densities of a nucleus, not

necessarily parton densities of nucleons within a nucleus.

Various approaches have been developed to explain the observed nuclear

dependence of F^(x,Q ). In all cases, deep inelastic scattering occurs from

quark and antiquark constituents. The approaches differ in the manner in

which the constituents are grouped Into color singlet degrees of freedom
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within a nucleus. Interpretations of the EMC effect run the gamut from full

deconfinement of partona within a nucleus, to baryon clustering (e.g.

dibaryons), to changes in nucleon properties such as mass or size ' • , and

to conventional nuclear models in which binding effects are responsible

for differences between F^Cx) and F^Cx), A 1 1 a P P r o a c h e s yield fits of roughly

similar quality to F-(x). Two curves are shown in Fig. 5. However, models

differ in their predictions for the antiquark density q (x), as shown in Fig.

2. Experiments designed to measure q (x) precisely could provide substantial

new insight into the short distance structure of nuclei.

In the paragraphs below, I will describe the Q reseating model ,

sometimes called the QCD approach, and the conventional nuclear physics

approach. '"**•

A. Q2 Rescaling Model

The structure function F2(x,Q ) is known to vary slowly with Q . For x

<> 0*1, F2(x,Q ) grows with increasing Q , whereas, for x > Oil, F2(x,Qz)
9

decreases with increasing Q . These deviations from scaling are understood in
25

perturbative QCD in terms of gluonic radiative corrections.

The scaling deviations imply that the ratio F^Cx.Q^/F^Cx.Q^), Q 2 > Q^,

is a decreasing function of x. At typical values of Q? and Q2, the ratio

crosses unity at x = 0.1. Focussing on x dependence, one observes a

similarity:

resemoles — r- . (8)

On the left-hand-side, the target N is fixed, but Q2 is changed. On the

right-hand-side, Q2 is fixed, but the target is changed.

The resemblance in x dependences of the two ratios suggests that the

effective value of Q2, the "scale" used to measure Q2, may not be the same for

a nucleus and for a free nucleon. This observation Is the motivation for the
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Q rescaling model.

To proceed towards a possible dynamical understanding of the resemblance,

one may begin by examining the source of Q dependence in QCD. For the

valence quark density in hadron h, qv(x,Q ) , the theory specifies that

dqh(x,t) a (Q2) 1
(9a)

where t - ln(Q2/u2). (9b)

Equation (9) expresses the fact that the valence quark distribution at x is

determined by i t s value in the range x < y < 1, and by the probability

P_q(x/y) for the transition q(y) + q(x) via gluon radiation. In Eq. (9)

ag(Q
2) is the strong coupling strength describing the qqg vertex.

Because the integral over the transverse momentum of the radiated gluon

dpT/p,j, , a scale u£ is introduced as a

lowar momentum "confinement" cutoff. This scale u, appears in Eq. (9b); i t s

value is unspecified in QCD perturbation theory.

Within the context of Eq. (9), one may propose at least two reasons for

the EMC effect, qA(x,Q2) 4 qN(x,Q2): either u2 + u2, or q$(x,u2) ^

qv(x,jj ) . In other words, the lower momentum confinement cutoff uj* may be

different for a quark in a nucleus, or the in i t ia l (non-perturbative)

distributions from which one begins the QCD evolution may be different.

Q

In a series of papers , Close, Jaffe, Roberts, and Ross begin with the

assumption that the nucleus is composed of altered nucleons. All dependence

of qy(x,t) on the hadron label h is placed into u^. They then argue that the

difference between qA(x,Q2) and qN(x,Q2) implies that y | < u2 They state

that the softening of the quark distributions in nuclei is due to the

radiation of gluons between Q2 = Û  and Q2 = y^. Implicit in this view are

the assumptions that partons are confined within nucleons which, in turn, make

up the nucleus and that qN(x,Q2 = U2) = qA(x,Q2 = u2). While not inconsistent
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with what is known in QCD, these important assumptions are not necessarily

justified either. Acknowledging that the "details of quark confinement in

free or bound nucleons are not yet solved, [Close et al.] believe that when a

free nucleon is placed in nuclear matter, the modification t<"> confinement is

characterized by a change of a [single] length scale", the confinement size.
2 2

Close et al , then use pf < u* to conclude that the physical size X of the

nucleon is greater in a nucleus, X̂  > XN> Within this model, the magnitude of

the EMC effect implies XAMN = 1.15, a 15% "swelling" of nucleons in iron.

The specific rescaling relationship proposed is

q\x,Q2) = qN(x,£(Q2)Q2) (10)

2 r 2 j a 8 ^ s
with ?(QZ) - e(Qj) 8 ^ S . (11)

At Q2 - 20 GeV2, £Fe = 2,02.

In the Q -rescaling model, momentum lost by valence quarks is taken up by

an increase in the ocean q and q pairs and by the glue. A calculation based

on the rescaling approach is compared with data in Fig. 5. The rescaling

curve crosses RJ?MC ** ^ a t x - 0»l» as is expected in the model since scaling

deviations in F,(x,Q ) vanish at x = 0.1. However, the crossing point is

closer to x = 0.3 in the CERN data shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The model does not

incorporate Fermi smearing and, correspondingly, is inapplicable for x £ 0.7.

Swelling of nucleons in nuclei has been discussed^ i n nuclear physics

for reasons other than the EMC effect. However, I am far from persuaded that

the large physical size (~ 1 fermi) of a nucleon is at a l l relevant for

determining a short distance quantity such as u.

As I mentioned above, another way to maintain Eq. (9) along with q (x,Q )

t qN(x,Q2) is to assert that boundary conditions qA(x,Qg) and qN(x,Q?) are

different. In the conventional nuclear physics approach to which I now turn,

the initial boundary conditions are indeed different.
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B. Nuclear Physici Approach

There are several models whfch may be grouped under this heading. I will

first list the assumptions which are common to them and then elaborate on the

pton exchange model.

The nucleus is viewed as a system whose relevant degrees of freedom are A

bound nucleons plus an indefinite number of mesons. The mesons are associated

with nuclear binding.

The essential assumptions are:

i. A nucleus is a bound sys.era of interacting mesons and nucleons with

partons confined within these hadrons.

ii. The current density operator j v is a sum of one-body operators. This

formal assumption implies the physical assumption that the structure

functions (and hence the quark distributions) of the nucleons and mesons

are not affected by the nuclear medium. They are the same as those

measured on free nucleons and mesons.

iii. The contribution of interference terms jV(O)j,(O), i ^ k, to the tensor
uv
i\ can be neglected. Intuitively, this means that hadrons in a nucleus

contribute incoherently in deep inelastic lepton scattering,

iv. In the sum over final states, final state interactions between the

residue of the struck hadron and the spectator had.:ons in the nucleus do

not affect the inclusive cross section.
2 2v- Q > M^, where MN is the mass of the proton or neutron.

In this approach, which is an extension of successful nuclear theory, the

role of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is restricted to the description of the

structure of single hadrons. The approach cannot be "derived" from QCD since

even bound-state wave functions of single hadrons cannot, at present, be

obtained in this manner. As is true also for the Q -rescaling approach, the

fundamental validity of the model cannot be judged until a successful

quantitative calculation has been completed of parton densities and

confinement. If asymptotic freedom extends over regions of the order of 1 fm

or more, then some of the assumptions above are almost certainly invalid. For
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the present, the best one can do Is to explore quantitatively the consequences

of the assumptions and confront the data.

9In the nuclear physics approach developed at Argonne, we begin by

expressing the many-body bound state wave function In terms of the light-front

momenta of the constituent nucleons and mesons. Fractions of the light-front

momentum of the nucleus carried by nucleons and mesons are defined. These are

fractions per nucleon, denoted y tor IT'S, and z for nucleons. Number

densities per nucleon of mesons and nucleons are also defined, fu(y) and

fN(z). I will describe below how they are computed. Baryon number

conservation is expressed as J fN(z) dz ™ 1. The mean number of pions per

nucleon is given by the integral J f̂ Cy) dy = < n^ > . Use of light-front

dynamics guarantees that the number densities are invariant under longitudinal

Lorentz boosts.

In order that the current density operator remain a sum of one-body

operators under longitudinal Lorentz transformations, consistency of the

assumptions i . and i i . requires that the nuclear bound-state jwave function
27have light-front symmetry as a kinematic symmetry. This means that the sum

of the momenta of the nucleons and mesons must equal the light-front momentum

of the nucleus. Thus, momentum conservation takes the form

/ z fN(z) dz + / y f̂ Cy) dy = 1 . (12)

Given the assumptions above, one may derive directly a "convolution"

formula for the structure function F£(x,Q ) :

F£(X,Q2) - / fu(y) F* (* Q2) dy + / f ^ , ) ^ Of, Q2)dz . (13)
x x

The structure function of a nucleus, per nucleon, F6(X,Q2) is expressed in

terms of the structure functions Fĵ XjQ ) and F£(x,Q ) measured on unbound

nucleons and pions. Expressions analogous to Eq. (13) may be derived for the

other structure functions, Fy(x,Q ) and F^(x,Q ) , and by implication,

therefore, for the quark and anfciquark densities per nucleon, q (x,Q ) and

q (x,Q ) , as well as for the gluon density GA(x,Q2). For example,
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qA(x,Q2) - / f / y ) q*^,Q2)dy + / fNU)qN(^, Q2)dz . (U)
yx

Since the bound state wave function of a nucleus is known, at least in

principle, one should be able to compute the single particle densities f^(z)

and f̂ Cy) explicitly and reliably, and relate their properties to quantities

measured in experiments other than deep inelastic lepton scattering.

Different nuclear models part company at this point, emphasizing different

input information.

Soon after the EMC effect was published, i t was proposed that deep

inelastic scattering from excess pions in the nucleus is responsible for the

rise of ÊMĜ X^ a ^ o v e unity at small x. Llewellyn Smith and Ericson and

Thomas pursued calculations in terms of a medium modification of the pion

propagator. A. different approach to incorporating pion exchange affects was

developed at Argonne.' I will summarize some aspects of the Argonne

approach.

We begin with the conventional view in which the nucleon-nucleon

potential features an attractive one-pion exchange tail at large distances, an

intermediate range attraction dominated by two-pion exchange, and a strong

short-range phenoraenological repulsion. The momentum density of exchange

pions PflCp) is obtained as the ground state expectation value of a two-body

operator NT(p), which is the variational derivative of the pion-exchange

potential with respect to the pion frequency,

Pir(p> = <Hir(p» = Trlp^'H^p)} . (15)

The same cut-off scale A = 7 fm is used in the operator N^Cp) and in the
(2)

two-nucleon density matrix P*V •

Advantages of the Argonne approach include:

i . The single- and two-nucleon densities pjj (p) and P« (p) , as well as the

single pion density P^Cp) are a l l computed from the same well-defined

many-body bound s ta te formalism. These densities are used to derive
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tf an<* %(3)« "Fermi smearing" is an expli-.i t component of the model,

expressed through fN(z).

ii. The momentum balance constraint on f^(z) ar«d fn(y)«
 E(l« (12), arises

naturally. It does not have to be imposed "by-hand",

ill. The structure functions FN(x,Q2) and F^Cx.Q2) which appear on the right

hand side of Eq. (13) are empirical quantities, not "off-shell"

continuations thereof.

The pion exchange model provides a unified description of ^ H C ^ X ^

x. The "books are balanced" in the sense that momentum lost to nucleons

through binding, < z > < 1, is carried by exchange pions. A comparison with
Fe

data is shown in Fig. 1. In this calculation, < n^ > >= 0.095, meaning that

in an Fe nucleus, there are on average 5 to 6 pions from which deep inelastic

scattering occurs. The mean momentum per nucleon carried by those pions is
Fe

< y > =0.052. Correspondingly, the average nucleon momentum < z > =

1 - < y > = 0.95. The value of < n_ > controls the size of the enhancement of

R.£MQ(X) above unity at small x, whereas < y > controls the shape and size of

the depression below unity for intermediate x. In the model, there is a

modest change of < n^ > with A. For kt,, Fe, and Au, we compute < n^ > =

0.089, 0.095, and 0.114.

Comparison with the data in Fig. 1 indicates that the pion exchange model

accounts successfully for the data at large Q for all x. It does not
2

reproduce the SLAC data at low Q . The model does not yet incorporate

shadowing. The success of the model in explaining REHC(x) for all x implies

that there is no need to invoke "new physics", such as a change in confinement

scale, to deal with the present data.

C. Ocean Quark Density

As reviewed above, two quite different points of view have been advanced

to explain the EMC effect. In the Q rescaling approach, the effect is

interpreted in terms of short distance confinement properties of nucleons

bound in nuclei. In the pion exchange model, the effect is a consequence of

well-established long-distance nuclear physics. Clearly more incisive and
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discriminating measurements are needed of constitutent densities of nuclei.

I t is instructive to compare the prediction of the pion exchange model
A 0

for the ocean quark density q (x) with that of the Q rescaling model. Both

are shown in Fig. 2 along with data from deep inelastic neutrino scattering.

In the pion exchange model, the antiquark distribution q (x) is broadened in a

nucleus because exchange pions supply valence antlquarks. However, in the

rescaling model, QCD evolution leads to a narrowing of q (x) relative to

q (x). As indicat J in Fig. 2, the two models provide quite different

expectations for the antiquark ratio. Unfortunately, the differences are

significant only for x £, 0.35, where there are essentially no results on q(x)

from neutrino experiments.

Even for x < 0.3, precise neutrino data would be valuable for

establishing whether indeed R is greater than unity, as shown in both models
q

in Fig. 2. Another source of information on R is massive lepton-pair
q

production, the Drell-Yan process. Measurements of the A dependence in massive

lepton-pair production are important for at least two reasons : (i) to

establish whether the A dependence of q (x,Q ) observed in deep inelastic

lepton scattering is a process-independent property of parton densities, and

(ii) to determine the A dependence of the ocean, qA(x,Q ) .

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

The o r i g i n a l EMC e f f e c t s t imula ted broad i n t e r e s t i n quark and a n t i q u a r k

d i s t r i b u t i o n s of n u c l e i . New data from the BCDMS and EMC c o l l a b o r a t i o n s

confirm t h a t the r a t i o RJJMQ(X,Q ) exceeds uni ty for x £ 0 .3 and

Q2 £ 10 GeV2. The excess i s in the neighborhood of 5%. The data provide

t e s t s of models of nuc l ea r binding and, perhaps , informat ion on p r o p e r t i e s of

c o n s t i t u e n t confinement. The pion exchange model y i e l d s a unif ied

quantitative description of all features of the present data sample at large

Q . I t reproduces the magnitude and shape of RpMf.(x), for all x, and the

enhancement of the antiquark distribution q (x) demonstrated by neutrino

experiments. Since this conventional nuclear physics approach suffices to

explain the data, there is no need to invoke new QCD effects such as a
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proposed change of the color confinement size of nucleons within nuclei.

The above conclusions are based on an analysis of the current data

sample. New data, especially in the small x region, could have a significant

impact. The absolute normalization of RRMC(X)
 a t small x is crucial. If an

~15% enhancement of RgMĈ x^ a D O v e unity, as suggested in the original EMC

paper, were to be confirmed in future experiments, then none of the current

models would survive. This conclusion is obvious from an examination of

Fig. 5. Neither the Q -rescaling nor the pion exchange model yields an

enhancement above unity which would be sufficiently large. Shadowing is

another important feature of the small x region. . The Q -rescaling and the

pion exchange models do not incorporate this physics as yet. Better data

should stimulate the required effort. Finally, data on q (x) are most

desirable.

28An experiment is underway at SLAC to measure the A dependence of the

ratio o"L/aT. Two important new experiments will take data on yA + u'X a t

large Q : CERN NA37 and Fermilab E-665. These experiments should provide

further confirmation of the magnitude of R£MC^X^ ^ o r v a l u e s °f x down to
2

~0.005, as well as determine the x and Q characteristics of shadowing.

Regrettably, I know of no new experiment planned for vA + uA which would be

sufficiently precise to st.'.bstantially reduce the size of the error flags on

q (x) in Fig. 2. On the other hand, a s tudy" of the Drell-Yan process pA +

uyX should begin at Fermilab in 1987. The proponents intend to accumulate

enough data in the relevant kinematic region to determine q (x) precisely a t

small x.

I have said l i t t l e about the gluon distribution GA(x,Q2) other than to

remark that the data on Fe and D are consistent with no change in the momentum

integral / xG (x)dx . There is no simple process in which G (x,Q ) is probed

in the precise way uA + u'X or hA -»-puX probe the quark and antiquark

densities. However, inclusive prompt photon production at large pT, pA +

YX; inclusive chi production, pA + xX; and inelastic photo production ' of

the J/f, y A +• J/¥ X, are good candidates. I am certain that good data could

be analyzed to yield interesting information on G (x,Q ) .
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A compilation of data published prior to 1986 on the ratio of

structure functions REHC(x,Q
2) ^ F ^ U . Q ^ / F ^ Q 2 ) for deep inelastic

electron and muon scattering. Shown are published results from the

EMC Collaboration (Ref. 1), divided by 1.05, as well aa data from

the BCDMS Collaboration (Ref. 3), and from SLAC experiments (Ref.

2). The shaded band indicates the EMC group's estimate of

experimental systematic uncertainties. The solid curve is

calculated from the pion exchange model of Ref. 9.

Fig. 2 Data of Abramowicz et al. (Ref. 4) on the ratio R«(x) = qFe(x)/qP(x)

from neutrino scattering. Here q = (u + 3 + 2s). The dashed curve

illustrates predictions of the pion exchange model (Ref. 9), whereas

the solid curve shows expectations of the rescaling model (Ref. 8).

Fig. 3 Recent data on the ratio F^U.Q^/F^x.Q 2) from the EMC (Ref. 5) and

BCDMS (Ref. 6) collaborations; A = Cu in the EMC case, whereas A =

Fe for BCDMS. The normalization uncertainty is quoted as ±1.5% by

BCDMS.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the original EMC data (Ref. 1) with recent BCDMS data

(Ref. 6). Shown are bands indicative of expected systematic

uncertainties.

Fig. 5 Calculations of REMC^X) compared with the older data. The solid

curve shows the expectation of Q 2 rescaling (Ref. 8) with

Q 2 = (200x + 10) GeV2 appropriate for the kinematics of the EMC

data. The dotted curve results from the pion exchange model

(Ref. 9). (In this figure, a reproduction of Fig. 12a in Ref. 9,

the early EMC data have not been renormalized.)
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